Hidden Dark Secrets of the Ancient Fly Casting Mages: The Foundation Cast
By Chris Willard, PFF Casting Chair
On a slow section of a river in Oregon, the water was clear, the big
trout were spooky, and the guide was keeping the drift boat far
away from the weed bed where the rainbows were cruising. I was
struggling to make 60-foot plus casts – heaving, swinging, flailing,
throwing enormous loops, single hauling, double hauling, and
dropping the tiny leach pattern just short of where it needed to
land… Then came a cast where the line went out in a tight loop that
uncurled perfectly -- right over the weed bed, up on shore, and into
a bush. It was beautiful. I lost the fly and garnered a few choice words from the guide, but it was
beautiful. I will always remember it. That was the only cast I made like that for the next three months.
I had no idea what I had done right! I went in quest to learn what I had missed along the way.
Something must have been hidden in a dark place by old fly casters in possession of magical fly casting
powers. I was in search of the hidden dark secrets of the Ancient Fly Casting Mages. After uncounted
years of toil and anguish, I uncovered a few of their secrets only to realize that they were what every
instructor, guide, and passing old timer had been telling me since my very first lesson.
In my view the core secret is the foundation cast. A fundamental motion at the heart of several
standard fly casts, the foundation cast is only a portion of a complete cast and would more accurately be
called the “cast foundation” but that does not roll off the tongue so well. In the 80/20 rule of fly casting,
it’s the 20% of the effort that produces 80% of the results.
Here are directions for the foundation cast:
1. Start with your arm bent just under a 90 degree angle and the rod in
line with your forearm. The upper arm should be at your side (that is, in
line with and touching your body). This places the rod at about the 10
o’clock position. (See Picture 1)

Picture 1. Starting
position, note: arm angle,
elbow close to body, rod
at “10 o’clock position”
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2. Keeping your elbow stiff, rotate your arm from the shoulder until your
hand is at forehead level (as if you were touching the brim of a wide
brimmed hat.) The motion is acceleration-to-a- hard stop. (This is another
hidden dark secret: the acceleration is how power is added to the cast
and the stop is how that power is released and directed.) Keep your wrist
firm. (See Picture 2)
3. Pause. This is to let the line straighten out behind you and load (i.e.
bend) the rod in the back -cast. (No picture here, just count to yourself
one, two.)
Picture 2. Mid-cast, note:
arm angle (not much
change), hand height, hand
in front of head, rod at “2
o’clock position”

4. Rotate your arm back to starting position, again with elbow stiff and
using the acceleration-to-a-hard-stop motion. Again, keeping your wrist
firm. (See picture 3, note its similarity to picture 1).

Picture 3. End position,
note: arm angle (not much
change), hand back at
starting position, wrist still
firm.

That’s it – a specific way to raise your hand 8 to 12 inches, then drop it back to where it started. So why
is the foundation cast such a “hidden dark secret”? Here are three major reasons:
1. It’s hidden inside a complete cast – A complete cast includes a line pick-up at the beginning and
a line lay-down at the end, with the foundation cast hidden in the middle. When watching a
cast, it can be very difficult to separate the relatively short acceleration-to-a-stop of the
foundation cast from the more fluid motions of raising the line from the water and following it
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back down to the water. In particular, the second stop at the end of the foundation cast is just
about impossible to see, it is like a magician’s slide of hand, even when you know it’s coming it
doesn’t seem to be there. But it is there and it is what imparts all the built-up energy in the rod
in to the line. (After that stop it’s all over but the cheering! Well, all over but the line
management but that’s a different topic)
2. Not a common motion – While natural and easy, the basic arm motion of the foundation cast is
not something we use that often. It is not the motioned used for throwing a baseball or
football; these motions only work if you want to throw the rod at the fish. However, there are
motions that are closer to the casting motion:
• Trucker horn signal – In simpler bygone days of yore, you may have stood by the road
and pumped you hand up and down to signal passing truckers to blow their air horns.
This was great fun particularly if the trucker responded.
• Three point fist pump – the motion that is spontaneously generated by hundreds if not
thousands of basketball fans when their team makes a three-point basket at the buzzer
to win the game!
• Bell ringer – Imagine a bell in an old time school house that is in a belfry with a rope
hanging down for ringing the bell. Go ahead, give the rope an imaginary pull -- up and
down.
3. It just doesn’t make sense – I know what you are thinking: “By moving my hand up and down 8
to 12 inches, at a right angle to its line of motion, I can throw a thin, limp little piece of line for
30 or 40 or 50 or more feet. No way can this work!” I know you’re thinking this, because I have
thought it myself on many occasions (sometimes, I still do.)
To quote that Greek philosopher Archimedes who some 2200 years ago “give me a lever long
enough and a stream to stand in and I will toss a line far enough to catch a fish.” (I think he also
said something similar about moving the earth).
A fishing rod is fundamentally a lever that is used to translate a small amount of motion into a
surpassingly large amount of power. One way to get a feel for this is to hold the rod still at the
starting point of the foundation cast and let the line hang straight down. Have a friend mark the
point where the line touches the ground. Repeat with the rod positioned at the end of the cast.
Then, measure the distance between the two points. When I tried this, it showed that the rod
tip moved about ten feet! (Your results may differ).
The point is that the 10-inch motion of the hand produces a 10-foot motion of the rod tip. Plus a
proportional difference in speed – the hand and rod tip take the same amount of time to
complete the cast but the rod tip is moving ten times as far. Thus, the task of the caster is not so
much to generate power (the rod does that) as it is to control and direct that power to produce
an accurate and effective cast.
When I spend a day fly-fishing, I invariably hit a point where my cast stops working. I try casting harder,
or faster, or slower, or changing my grip, or pleading with the rod … growing more and more frustrated
until I am flailing. Finally, I stop, take a deep breath and think about the foundation cast and give it one
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more try. I am amazed; with very little effort the line straightens out, the leader unrolls, and the fly
lands in the general vicinity of where I was aiming. (I am not saying it is a picture-perfect cast, but I am
fishing again!)
I should emphasize that there is more to a cast than the foundation motion, there are many more
hidden dark secrets open to everyone with names like: pause, arch, trajectory, pick up, lay down, and
haul. More about these in future articles.
Foundation cast exercises.
1. Watch your hand: With between 20 to 30 feet of line, get a foundation cast going and make 10
casts while watching your hand. Don’t worry about where or how far the line is going as long
you are making some sort of cast. Instead, concentrate on the positioning and movement of
your arm. Is the arm bent at just under 90 degrees, is the elbow kept stiff and the upper arm
rotating from the shoulder, does the wrist remain firm throughout the cast, is the casting
motion an acceleration-to-a-stop, and is there a pause between the back and forward cast?
With this exercise, you can concentrate on one thing at a time.
2. Blind cast: With between 20 to 30 feet of line, get a foundation cast going and make 10 false
casts with your eyes closed. Don’t worry about the quality of the casts. Concentrate on the hard
stops at either end of the cast, your elbow sliding by your body on the forward (down) stroke,
and the line loading the rod. The goal of this exercise is to get an idea of what the cast should
feel like.
3. Pantomime or finger cast: This is essentially practicing the casting motion without the
encumbrance of a rod and line. Point your index finger straight out to indicate the direction of
the rod. (If you are particularly frustrated with your casting and not in polite company another
finger can be used.) Now go through the foundation cast motion, at first slowly and then at a
more normal casting speed, watch your hand, concentrate on how the motion feels. This
exercise is a great way to develop muscle memory; it can be used just about anywhere, and
does not require equipment or space. For some variety try it in front of a mirror. This exercise
can also be done with the handle section of a multi-section rod.
Epilogue
Not too long ago I was back on the same drift boat on the same river in Oregon in the same slow water. I
was sitting in back (it had been a long and productive day), and casting towards the same weed bed. This
time I was hitting the target water on three out of four casts with only a little concentration on my casts.
I asked the guide: “Are we as far from shore as on the other trips we had taken with you?”
“Yes we are.” He told me.
“That’s funny”, I mused, “it seems that before we were twice as far from shore”.
The guide just laughed.
© Christopher Willard
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